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Abstract. Explicit model checking with magnetic disk is prohibitively
slow if ﬁle input/output (IO) is not carefully managed. We give an empirical analysis of the two published algorithms for model checking with
magnetic disk and show that both algorithms minimize ﬁle IO time but
are dominated by delayed duplicate detection time (which is required to
avoid regenerating parts of the transition graph). We present and analyze
a more time-eﬃcient algorithm for model checking with magnetic disk
that requires more ﬁle IO time, but less delayed duplicate detection time
and less total execution time. The new algorithm is a variant of parallel
partitioned hash table algorithms and uses a time-eﬃcient chained hash
table implementation.

Model checking with magnetic disk can signiﬁcantly increase the space available
for storing visited states. In explicit model checking, visited states are stored
to avoid generating duplicate states and to aid in termination detection. In
this paper, we analyze the performance of the two published model checking
algorithms for use with magnetic disk and ﬁnd that, while ﬁle IO is an overhead
in algorithms that use disk, delayed duplicate detection is the single largest
overhead. We propose a new algorithm for explicit model checking with magnetic
disk that requires more ﬁle IO time but reduces duplicate detection time and
total execution time. The new algorithm solves large model checking problems
in less time than other disk-based algorithms and solves small problems in 15%
to 27% of the time required by the RAM-only algorithm.
Delayed duplicate detection is an extra processing step added to search algorithms that use magnetic disk to store visited states. The delayed duplicate
detection step compares recently generated states with a set of visited states.
The purpose of this comparison is to determine if the recently generated states
are duplicates of visited states or not. The set of already visited states is called
the visited candidate set and the set of new states is called the duplicate candidate set. Each state in the duplicate candidate set may have a diﬀerent visited
candidate set. During delayed duplicate detection, each state in the duplicate
candidate set is compared with the states in its visited candidate set. The cost of
delayed duplicate detection is a multiple of the product of the size of the visited
candidate set and the average size of the delayed candidate sets. Reducing the
size of either candidate set reduces the cost of delayed duplicate detection.
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Korf [5] and Zhou [13] give a more thorough discussion of the role of delayed
and immediate duplicate detection in search using magnetic disk in the context
of artiﬁcial intelligence. Zhou’s algorithm eliminates the delayed duplicate detection step for search problems that satisfy a strict locality requirement. The
locality requirement is that all successors for a group of states to fall within
a subset of the entire state space. The resulting search algorithm is as fast as
RAM-only search for some problems and actually faster than the RAM-only
algorithm for other problems (due to cache eﬀects). Unfortunately, transition
graphs often encountered in model checking do not satisfy the strict locality
requirement. However, a similar focus on delayed duplicate detection in explicit
model checking can yield similar positive results.
Published algorithms for explicit model checking with magnetic disk have
focused on minimizing ﬁle IO time. File IO time is the time spent reading states
from and writing states to magnetic disk. While these algorithms have successfully minimized ﬁle IO time, delayed duplicate detection time for these algorithms is actually much greater than ﬁle IO time. We propose two methods for
reducing delayed duplicate detection time: a partitioned hash table search algorithm and a chained hash table data structure. Both methods require more space
and less time than algorithms and data structures in the published methods for
model checking with magnetic disk. However, such a trade oﬀ is well suited for
model checking with large, but relatively slow, magnetic disks.
Stern and Dill published the ﬁrst results for an explicit state enumeration
algorithm for model checking with magnetic disk [11]. The Stern and Dill algorithm is inspired by an Roscoe’s earlier algorithm for model checking CSP
using magnetic disk [10]. The Stern and Dill algorithm, which we will refer to as
the Mono algorithm, stores the visited candidate set in a large monolithic hash
table on disk and keeps a smaller table of duplicate candidates in RAM. This
algorithm was originally implemented using an open-address hash table for the
delayed candidate set. In this implementation of this algorithm, the entire table
on disk is the visited candidate set for each duplicate candidate state in RAM.
The Roscoe algorithm also stores visited states on disk and delays duplicate detection, but the algorithm performs duplicate detection by sorting then merging
duplicate and visited candidate sets (rather than performing a pairwise comparison as in Mono). Stern and Dill point out [11] that the sort and merge step is,
perhaps, unduly complicated because it requires sorting a list that will not ﬁt
in RAM. The cost of delayed duplicate detection in the Mono algorithm grows
quickly with the size of the visited candidate set because detecting duplicates
requires searching the entire visited candidate set for each duplicate candidate.
Della Penna et al. published an algorithm for model checking with magnetic
disk that is a modiﬁcation of the Mono algorithm [7]. This algorithm, which
we will refer to as the Local algorithm, exploits transition locality by reading
only the most recently written states from disk during delayed duplicate detection. The motivation for the design of this algorithm is to improve eﬃciency
by reducing ﬁle IO. The algorithm is indeed faster than the Mono algorithm.
Our empirical analysis of both algorithms shows that exploiting locality in this
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manner actually increases ﬁle IO time while greatly decreasing delayed duplicate detection time. Delayed duplicate detection time in the Local algorithm is
decreased because the visited candidate set is reduced to just the most recently
written states rather than all visited states (as in the Mono algorithm). File IO
is increased because some duplicates are not detected and their successors, which
are also duplicates, are repeatedly transferred to and from disk. The Local algorithm occasionally uses all visited states in duplicate detection to reduce the
number and impact of missed duplicates.
In this paper, we reduce delayed duplicate detection time in a new model
checking algorithm, called the Part algorithm, by reducing the visited candidate
set with a partitioned hash table and reducing the duplicate candidate set with
a chained hash table. While use of a chained hash table is perhaps the least
interesting aspect of the new algorithm, it is responsible for the majority of the
performance improvement. We reimplement the Mono and Local algorithms
using a chained hash table and compare the performance of both the Mono
and Local algorithms using either implementation. This allows us to focus
on the algorithms rather than hash table implementations. As expected, both
algorithms are faster when implemented with a chained hash table. However,
the Mono algorithm becomes faster than the Local algorithm when both are
implemented with a chained hash table.
The second feature of the Part algorithm is the use of a partitioned hash
table. The partitioned hash table is composed of n individual tables, each of
which store a fraction of the visited states. A secondary hash function is used
to divide states into partitions. The partitioned hash table improves delayed
duplicate detection by reducing the visited candidate set. The partitioned hash
table does increase ﬁle IO requirements because states must be read from and
written to disk more frequently than the other algorithms.
Unlike switching to a chained hash table, switching to a partitioned hash
table requires changing the state exploration algorithm. The most signiﬁcant
impact is that the usual double depth ﬁrst search (DFS) used in linear temporal
logic (LTL) model checking will miss property violations if naively implemented
on a partitioned hash table. The state generation algorithm used in the Part
algorithm is based on partitioned hash table algorithms used in parallel model
checking and is not designed to detect violations of LTL properties. LTL model
checking algorithms for partitioned hash tables require a serialization step to
properly order the second DFS. This is costly for parallel algorithms, but should
have little impact on the Part algorithm which is an inherently serial algorithm.
The investigation of LTL model checking with magnetic disk is left for future
work.
In the next section, we proﬁle the Mono and Local algorithms to show that
delayed duplicate detection, not ﬁle IO, is the dominant overhead in both algorithms. Section 2 presents and discusses the Part algorithm. Section 3 contains
an analytical comparison of the Part algorithm to the RAM-only, Mono and
Local algorithms. We give experimental results in section 4 and oﬀer conclusions and future work in section 5.
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Proﬁling Existing Uses of Disk

The original algorithm for model checking with magnetic disk was proposed
by Stern and Dill [12]. Stern’s algorithm, Mono, strives to minimize ﬁle IO
time. Simply storing visited states on disk and performing immediate duplicate
detection requires a disk access for every state generated. This creates a series
of small disk accesses with poor locality which defeats caching and buﬀering
techniques used to minimize average latency. The Mono algorithm minimizes
ﬁle IO time by delaying duplicate state detection and writing each visited state to
disk exactly once. The Mono algorithm maintains two sets of visited states1 and
a queue of states. One set stores the signatures of expanded states on magnetic
disk and the other stores the signatures of expanded sets in RAM. The search
is conducted breadth-ﬁrst.
Delayed duplicate detection occurs when either a level of breadth-ﬁrst search
is ﬁnished or the table in memory becomes full. Delayed duplicate detection
sequentially checks whether or not every state in the table on disk is contained
in the table in RAM. If a state in the table in RAM is also in the table on
magnetic disk, then that state in table is deleted from RAM. After the duplicate
states are deleted, the remaining newly visited states are appended to the visited
states on disk. The search then continues until either the disk becomes full or
the queue becomes empty.
The more recent Local algorithm proposed by Della Penna et al. improves on
the execution time of Stern’s algorithm by exploiting transition locality [7]. The
Local algorithm divides the table of states on disk into blocks. Rather than
loading and comparing every state in the disk table during delayed duplicate
detection, the Local algorithm loads and compares states in only the most
recently stored blocks. To avoid extensive duplication of previous work, older
blocks are occasionally loaded for comparison.
Table 1. Total veriﬁcation time, in seconds, for ﬁve veriﬁcation problems. Both algorithms are implemented with an open-address hash table
Algorithm
Mono
Local

atomix mcslock1 newlist6 dense atomix2
19654.7 19755.2 6346.2 15434.8 32404.2
5240.0 10645.0 3337.0 4039.0 11039.0

We have reimplemented and proﬁled the Mono and Local algorithms in
Hopper [4]. Both algorithms were proﬁled on a collection of ﬁve model checking
problems. We measured wall clock time for disk access, performing delayed duplicate detection, inserting states into the table in RAM, generating successor
states and the total from start to ﬁnish. Wall clock time, which is the amount of
time that passes for “a clock on the wall” during program execution, is reported
1

They are actually hash signatures created using hash compaction, but the diﬀerence
is not relevant.
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Fig. 1. Distribution of time between ﬁle IO, delayed duplicate detection, inserting into
the RAM hash table and state generation in the Mono and Local algorithm given 5%
of the total RAM needed to complete each problem. Results for the Mono algorithm
are on the top row and results for the Local algorithm are on the bottom row

because it includes the time that a process is idle while waiting for ﬁle IO. All
experiments were completed on an otherwise idle server with an Intel Pentium
4, 2.4 Ghz processor, 2 GB of RAM and a 42 GB SCSI hard drive.
Table 1 gives the total veriﬁcation time for ﬁve problems and ﬁgure 1 shows
the distribution of time between ﬁle IO, delayed duplicate detection, insertion
and state generation for three of the ﬁve problems. The remaining two are similar,
but ommited for brevity. See [1] for the full results of these and all other experiments in this paper. The Local algorithm completes all problems in one-half
to one-fourth of the time as the Mono algorithm. These results are comparable
to the results in the original paper describing the Local algorithm. In our proﬁling, the Local algorithm is faster due to a reduction in the delayed duplicate
detection time, not reduced ﬁle IO time.

2

A New Algorithm Based on Hash Table Partitioning

The analysis of Mono and Local disk-based algorithm in the last section suggest that the performance of model checking algorithms that use magnetic disk
can be improved by reducing state generation and delayed duplicate detection
time, rather than ﬁle IO or even hash table insertion time. In this paper, we
focus on improving delayed duplicate detection. State generation is a signiﬁcant
factor, but generic model checker implementation details, like how the formal
description of the transition system is translated into an executable format, play
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a critical role in state generation time and are not generally applicable to diﬀerent implementations of executable translations of formal protocol descriptions.
We propose the Part algorithm to reduce delayed duplicate detection time in
model checking with magnetic disk by
1. Using partitioned hash tables to reduce the cost of delayed duplicate detection. Partitioned hash tables have been used in distributed model checking [11] for some time. Rather than store each partition on a separate computing node, we store all but one of the partitions on disk and the remaining
partition in RAM. Partitioning the hash table reduces the size of the set of
states which must be searched during delayed duplicate detection.
2. Using a chained hash table rather than an open-address hash table. Previously, the hash table was implemented using an open-address table with
double hashing, presumably to avoid the overhead of storing pointers and
swapping them between disk and memory. Instead, we use a chained hash
table which further reduces the size of the candidate set for delayed duplicate detection by requiring a state to be in a particular bucket or chain
rather than allowing a state to be stored anywhere in the table. Finally, we
use separate hash functions to partition and store states. This is a method,
common to other parallel search problem domains, which further reduces
penalties associated with increasing hash loads.
The pseudocode for the Part algorithm is given in ﬁgure 2. The algorithm
uses a Partition function to map every state to a unique memory queue. There
is the same number of disk ﬁles and memory queues. Memory queues store both
unexplored and explored states; disk queues store states that overﬂow from the
memory queues. The disk ﬁles store the explored candidate sets.
The search begins when the Search function generates start states and stores
the start states in their corresponding queues. If a memory queue becomes full,
then that queue is written to disk queue and memory queue is cleared (lines 46 ). In the pseudocode, qim indicates the memory queue belongs to partition i
and qid indicates the disk queue belongs to partition i. The Search function then
selects the queue, i , with the most states as the active queue and calls the Select
function (lines 7-8).
The Select function loads the disk ﬁle that corresponds to the active queue
into memory (line 12). Next, the function dequeues states from the active queue.
If the newly dequeued states are not already in the table of visited states, then
the states are stored in memory and every successor is generated (line 13-14).
When the active queue in memory becomes empty, the corresponding disk queue,
if it exists, is loaded into memory (line 15). After both the memory queue and
the disk queue are empty, the table of expanded states is stored back to disk
(line 17). The algorithm then chooses the next longest queue (line 18), loads the
corresponding table and continues exploration. If all the queues are empty, the
algorithm terminates (line 19).
The Explore function checks to see if the successors of the states in the active
queue belong to the active queue. If they do, and they are not present in the
current table in memory, then they are added to the current active queue. If they
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var
M : RAM hash table; D[n]: ﬁles; Qm [n]: FIFO queues; Qd [n]: disk queues;
Search()
for every start state s0 do
i := Partition(s0 ); insert s0 into qim ;
if Full(qim ) then store qim in qid ; qim := ∅;
i := maxi∈n (|qim + qid |);
Select(i);
Select(i: int)
while i ≥ 0 do
while qim = ∅ do
load D[i] into M ;
s = dequeue(qim );
if s is not in M then insert s in M ; Explore (i, s);
if qid = ∅ then load qid to qim ;
while qim = ∅;
store M in D[i].
i := maxi∈n (|qim + qid |);
if |qim + qid | = 0 then i = −1;
Explore(i: int, s: state)
for all s ∈ successors(s) do
i := Partition(s );
if i = i and s is not in M then insert s in qim ; else insert s in qim ;
if Full(qim ) then store qim in qid ; qim := ∅;
Fig. 2. The Part algorithm for model checking with magnetic disk

do not belong to the current queue, then they are stored to their corresponding
queues (line 23). This allows duplicate and expanded states to be stored in the
work queues. If any of the queues are full, then they are written to disk (line-24).

3

Comparative Analysis

First we compare the computation time of new algorithm with the usual RAMonly model checking algorithm. Then we compare the new algorithm with the
Mono and Local algorithms for model checking with magnetic disk. The analysis clariﬁes sources and costs of overheads associated with the Part algorithm.
3.1

Comparison with the RAM-Only Algorithm

In the results presented later, the new algorithm for model checking with magnetic disk requires up to 27% more computational time than the RAM-only
algorithm–for large models, when only 5% of RAM memory required by the
RAM-only algorithm is used.
Veriﬁcation time in the RAM-only algorithm is composed of the following
parts:
T otalRAM = InsertionRAM + StateGeneration
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Where InsertionRAM is the time spent on inserting newly generated states into
memory and StateGeneration is the time spent on the generation of successor
states.
For the Part algorithm veriﬁcation time consists of:
T otalPart = InsertionPart + StateGeneration +
IOPart + Computation + EnqueueDequeue
Where InsertionPart is the time spent on inserting states into memory, IOPart
is the time spent reading the states from disk to memory and writing the states
from memory to disk, Computation is the time spent on computing each state’s
corresponding partition and EnqueueDequeue is the time overhead related to
storing states in the queues.
For the Part algorithm, InsertionPart indicates delayed duplicate detection
because the algorithm detects duplicates by attempting to insert them into the
table of visited states. This value is similar to InsertionRAM since the number
of reachable states, including duplicates, generated by both algorithms are the
same. The new overhead introduced by Part algorithm is then:
IOPart + Computation + EnqueueDequeue
The comparative performance of the Part algorithm can be improved by
decreasing any of these values. The performance of the Part algorithm improves
as the following conditions are met.
A small state vector, v, is used to minimize ﬁle IO time. Hash compaction
reduces the size of the state vector which reduces the memory requirements for
veriﬁcation and also reduces the ﬁle IO overhead, IOPart (the results in section 4
are generated using hash compaction).
The transition graph is partitioned so that states and their successors are
often in the same partition. This reduces the number of duplicate states that
are stored in the queues and hence reduces EnqueueDequeue time. We do not
address the problem of partitioning in this paper, but the partitioning scheme
proposed by Rangarajan and others for parallel partitioned model checking [8]
can be applied here.
The algorithms are applied to transition graphs with low average in-degree
because this reduces the EnqueueDequeue time associated with partitioning
states and storing several copies of duplicate states for delayed duplication detection. This is a reasonable assumption in certain situations. More speciﬁcally,
models of machine code tend to have low average in-degree while models of
scheduling algorithms tend to have high average in-degree. Machine code models have low in-degree because very few instructions are the targets of multiple
diﬀerent branches. Scheduling algorithms tend to have higher in-degree because
there are typically many diﬀerent computational paths that lead to entry into a
process–espeically if non-determinism is used to obtain a control abstraction.
Pelánek’s study of structural properties of state spaces concludes that industrial problems tend to have low average in-degree [6]. This suggests that algorithms that perform well on models with low average in-degree can be expected
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to perform well on most industrial models. In the study, Pelánek takes industrial
models to be the non-trivial models distributed with the SPIN, Murphi, CADP
and µCRL model checkers. The clustering coeﬃcient used in Pelánek’s study
measures how many edges in a k-vertex neighborhood remain in that neighborhood. High clustering coeﬃcients correspond to high in-degrees.2 Pelánek concludes that the sampled industrial models have low clustering coeﬃcients while
“toy” examples tend to have high clustering coeﬃcients. The dense problem in
section 4 is a toy problem with a high clustering coeﬃcient of nearly 7 and the
Part algorithm performs poorly on this problem compared to the RAM-only
algorithm.
3.2

Comparison with the Mono and Local Algorithms

The following analysis reveals why Part is usually faster. Mono must read each
state from disk every time the memory table becomes full.When RAM is a small
fraction of the total space needed, the memory table becomes full more often
and thus Mono performs more reads.
The total time required by the Mono algorithm is
T otalMono = InsertionMono + StateGeneration +
IOMono + DDDMono
where StateGeneration measures time spent generating states. InsertionMono
measures the time spent on inserting newly generated states into memory. IOMono
is the disk IO time and DDDMono is delayed duplicate detection time spent on
comparing states in disk with states in memory. The value of IOMono is less than
IOPart , but DDDMono is signiﬁcantly greater than InsertionPart .
The comparison time for the Mono algorithm depends on the implementation of the hash table used in memory. The Mono algorithm was originally
implemented with an open address hash table in memory. The double hash implementation of an open address table is slower on average than a chained hash
table because it requires more comparison time than a chained hash table. An
open address hash table stores states directly in the table. A chained hash table
is essentially a table of pointers to chains of states. The double hash implementation of an open address hash table uses a sequence of combinations of two hash
values to probe the table for a given state. While the performance trade-oﬀs
between chained and open-address implementations are well-understood (see [2]
for a thourough discussion), they are of interest in this work because their use in
the Mono algorithm ampliﬁes the diﬀerences. We make the relevant diﬀerences
more precise with the following equations.
Assume there are Ki states on disk when the passed state ﬁle is read the ith
time and assume that the disk ﬁle is read a total of t times during the
t entire
veriﬁcation process. The total number of states read from disk is K = i=1 Ki .
2

However, clustering coeﬃcients include only edges from “local” nodes in the neighborhood; edges from outside the neighborhood are not counted and will only increase
the in-degree.
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Assume the table of states stored in memory contains M bytes. For the openaddress implementation, Mono-open, the average comparisons required to do
duplicate detection for a state on disk is M/(2|v|) because the state may be
anywhere in the table. Duplicate detection occurs for every state read from disk
and K states are read from disk so:
DDDMono−open =

CKM
2|v|

where C is the time required to compute the next hash value and compare two
states. Note that K is often quite large and the product KM in DDDMono−open
is signiﬁcant.
However, if the Mono algorithm is implemented with a chained hash table
then DDDMono is reduced because duplicate candidates are conﬁned to a particular chain rather than the entire hash table. This means that the K term is
multiplied by the average chain length, C̄, instead of the entire table size:
DDDMono−Chained =

CK C̄
.
2|v|

The product of K C̄ is much smaller than KM as K becomes large.
Although an open-address hash table requires less memory (one fewer pointer
per state stored) than a chained hash table, the space savings is oﬀset by the
increase in delayed duplicate detection overhead. This design trade-oﬀ is contradictory given that the fundamental trade-oﬀ in model checking with magnetic
disk is to increase space at the expense of increasing computation time.
Returning to the comparison of the Part and Mono algorithms, we will
assume that the Mono algorithm is implemented with a chained hash table.
To make the Part algorithm faster than the Mono algorithm, we only need
to make sure that the sum of IOPart , Computation, and EnqueueDequeue is
less than or equal to the sum of IOMono and DDDMono . We ignore hash table
insertion time because it is negligible. This is often the case because DDDMono
is often much greater than any other overhead in the Part algorithm.
Similar analysis applies to the Local algorithm; the only diﬀerence is that
each Ki value is smaller because the algorithm considers only part of the disk
table. However, the sum of the Ki terms may be bigger due to duplicate states.
When the RAM table is smaller, the Part algorithm becomes more eﬃcient
when compared with the Mono and Local algorithms. For the Mono and Local algorithms, the RAM table is full more often as RAM decreases and more
invocations of the delayed duplicate detection process are required. Each of the
additional delayed duplicate detection checks require traversing the set of all visited candidate states. For the Part algorithm, the number of partitions increases
as RAM decreases and there are more swaps between disk ﬁle and memory. Since
ﬁle IO time is signiﬁcantly smaller than delayed duplicate detection time, the
Part algorithm is comparatively more eﬃcient with less RAM.
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Experimental Results

This section presents the experimental results obtained by running the RAMonly, Mono, Local and Part algorithms on several veriﬁcation problems. We
give results for two kinds of models: those that can be veriﬁed in less than 2GB
of RAM and those that can not. We use the smaller models to test all algorithms
and use the bigger models to test only the algorithms that use magnetic disk.
The RAM-only algorithm can not complete the larger models because 32-bit
UNIX processes can address at most 2GB of memory. The veriﬁcation problems
used are atomix, mcslock1, newlist6, dense, atomix2, 6-peterson and mcslock2.
Each of the models can be obtained at [3].
Most of the following results are reported using a chained rather than an
open-address hash table. Executing Stern’s Mono algorithm and Della Penna’s
Local algorithm with chained, rather than open-address, tables increases the
space requirements for both, but reduces their execution time.
4.1

Small Models

In this section, we report results for problems that require less than 2 GB of
memory to store visited states. The pie charts in ﬁgure 3 demonstrate the reduction in delayed duplicate detection time when using a chained hash table
in the Mono and Part algorithms. Table 2 gives results for ﬁve models using all algorithms, including the RAM-only algorithm. Figure 4 gives the slowdown of each algorithm for model checking with magnetic disk relative to the
RAM-only algorithm as the amount of allowed RAM varies on the same ﬁve
models.
Figure 3 gives the distribution of time in various parts of the algorithm for
Mono and Part implemented with chained hash tables. Compared with the pie
graph in ﬁgure 1, the Mono algorithm using a chained hash table signiﬁcantly
decreases delayed duplicate detection time to 30% and 17% on the Mcslock1 and
Newlist6 problems. Duplicate detection time continues to dominate in the Dense
problem. File IO and insertion take between 1% and 4% and the percentage of
state generation is increased to 65% and 77% for to Mcslock1 and Newlist6
problems due to the decrease in delayed duplicate detection time.
For the Part algorithm, delayed duplicate detection time is reﬂected in insertion time, which is comparable to insertion time for the other algorithms.
The largest overhead introduced by the new algorithm is the enqueue/dequeue
overhead which ranges from 6% to 53%. Duplicate states are detected before
enqueueing them into the queues for the other three algorithms. However, states
are all enqueued before doing duplicate detection in the Part algorithm. Since
the number of duplicate states is usually much more than the number of unique
states (particularly for the Dense problem), enqueue/dequeue takes a signiﬁcant
amount of time. The state generation section of the Part algorithm takes a
greater percentage of total time, between 21% and 88%. This indicates an overall speed increase of Part algorithm since the time required for state generation
is similar for both algorithms. The partitioning category measures the extra time
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Fig. 3. Distribution of time between various parts of the Mono and Part algorithm
given 5% of the total RAM needed to complete each problem. The Mono algorithm
is on the top row and the Part algorithm is on the bottom row. Both algorithms are
implemented with a chained hash table

required to partition states into hash tables. This new overhead accounts for only
1% to 4% of the total execution time.
Table 2 shows total veriﬁcation time for all algorithms on ﬁve models. Included are the three models shown in ﬁgures 1 and 3. All algorithms except the
RAM-only algorithm are allowed 5% of the total RAM necessary to complete
the veriﬁcation. The table shows a decrease in execution time for the Part algorithm compared to each of the the other disk based algorithms. Interestingly, the
Mono algorithm beneﬁts from chained hashing more than the Local algorithm.
Figure 4 shows the average slowdown of the Mono, Local and Part algorithms compared with the RAM-only algorithm. The average slowdown is

Table 2. Total veriﬁcation times, in seconds, for ﬁve veriﬁcation problems for several algorithm and hash table implementation combinations. The algorithms that use
magnetic disk are given 5% of the total required RAM
Algorithm (hash table)
RAM-only (chained)
Part(chained)
Mono(chained)
Local(chained)
Local(open-address)
Mono(open-address)

atomix mcslock1 newlist6 dense atomix2
281.2 2570.0 1031.6 322.9
379.8
308.6 2713.1 1043.0 2611.1
545.8
488.4 3798.8 1270.8 5444.5
872.8
2599.3 6616.0 2070.4 3336.0 6081.0
5240.0 10645.0 3337.0 4039.0 11039.0
19654.7 19755.2 6346.2 15434.8 32404.2
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Fig. 4. Average slowdown, relative to the RAM-only algorithm, for all three algorithms
for diﬀerent portions of required RAM and averaged over ﬁve problems. Each algorithm
is implemented with a chained hash table. A slowdown of x indicates that an algorithm
is x times slower than the RAM-only algorithm

computed by dividing the running time of the algorithm by the running time
of the RAM-only algorithm, and taking the average over the ﬁve problems in
table 2. Given the same amount of memory as the RAM-only algorithm, the
Mono and Part algorithms have similar slowdowns but Local is the slowest.
As the amount of available memory decreases (moving to the left on the x-axis in
the ﬁgure), each algorithm experiences greater slowdown. The Part algorithm
experiences the least slowdown and has a slowdown of 2.8 when given 1/20th of
the memory used by the RAM-only algorithm.
4.2

Big Models

Results for veriﬁcation problems that can not be veriﬁed by the RAM-only algorithm are particularly interesting for disk based algorithms. In this section, we
report results for two problems that require 5 GB and 8 GB of space to store
visited states. The peak storage space during veriﬁcation grows to 31 GB due
to large queues of states waiting to be expanded. We veriﬁed these two models
using the Mono, Local and Part algorithms. Hash compaction is used and
3% of space required to store visited states is allocated to each algorithm in
RAM.
Table 3 shows the results. The Part algorithm is 2.0 and 2.7 times faster than
the Mono algorithm and 5.1 and 3.3 times faster than the Local algorithm.
Because the Local algorithm may miss duplicates and regenerate portions of
the state space, the Local algorithm actually stores 999 M visited states for
the mcslock2 model.
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Table 3. Number of reachable states and total veriﬁcation time, in seconds, for two
large models. Each algorithm is allowed approximately 3% of the RAM required to
store all reachable states
Models
6-peterson
mcslock2

States
Mono
Local
Part
382,513,749 31,890.0 83,207.8 16,218.7
666,254,155 188,129.5 228,271.0 69,726.9

The ldash6 model is even larger than any of the “big” models in table 3. None
of the algorithms are able to generate all of the states in this model using 42 GB of
disk. The incomplete results reveal some drawbacks of the Part algorithm. The
Mono algorithm requires 14992 seconds to generate 6 million states of ldash6.
The Part algorithm requires 22788 seconds to generate the same number of
states. Although it in not clear which algorithm would ﬁnish ﬁrst,3 it is clear
that Mono performs more eﬃciently in the ﬁrst 6 million states. This is due to
the 1020 byte state vector, which is larger the state vectors of all other models
reported in this paper, used in the ldash6 model. Since Part algorithm allows
duplicate states to be stored in queues and queues have to store the actual state,
instead of just the hash compacted state, the disk read/write overhead for disk
queues becomes worse in proportion with the state vector size.

5

Conclusion

Reducing delayed duplicate detection time, even at the expense of increasing ﬁle
IO time, reduces the total execution time of model checking algorithms that use
magnetic disk. Delayed duplicate detection time can be reduced by partitioning
the table of visited states and by storing visited states in a chained, rather
than an open-address, hash table. The resulting model checking algorithm is
faster than other published algorithms for model checking with magnetic disk,
even when the other algorithms are reimplemented with the faster chained hash
table. The performance of the new algorithm degrades more slowly than that of
other algorithms as the amount of available RAM decreases.
In the new partitioned hash table algorithm, duplicate states are stored in
queues for delayed duplicate detection. While this incurs the same amount of
duplicate detection work as required by a RAM-only algorithm, enqueueing and
dequeueing duplicate states becomes the dominant overhead. Storing more than
one partition in memory at a time may reduce the enqueue and dequeue overhead
by allowing immediate duplicate detection between partitions. Ideally, one could
store exactly the partitions that would allow the immediate detection of all
duplicates, as in [13]. However, an approximation based on prior locality patterns
may provide some improvement.
3

Because the state generation rates vary with hash and disk loads. The state generation rate of the new algorithm also depends on how often partitions are sswapped.
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In this paper, we focus on explicit model checking with magnetic disk. Ranjan et al. give an eﬃcient algorithm for symbolic model checking with magnetic
disk [9]. This algorithm constructs binary decision diagrams using an iterative
breadth-ﬁrst technique that localizes memory accesses. The key problem in symbolic model checking with magnetic disk is determining child-node variable indices rather than delayed duplicate detection, as addressed here.
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